
 

 

Cool Paint Tool Sai Tips 

by shadowstormex 

so guys this is just a tip tutorial for 
,paint tool sai  so you can use it with 

,more ease   

This tutorial is specifically for those people who don’t 
use auto pressure in tablets, or even those who don’t 
use tablets, instead they use mouse. I again inform you 
that this is not for tablet users with auto pressure. 

once I had a big problem while trying to 
,pressure a lot of hairs  as I had not made 

,them very smooth with the pressure tool  
,because I was in a hurry  but later on I 

needed to make it smooth but it was very 
hard to do as there were so many hair 
tips where I needed to decrease the 
pressure and also needed to increase it in 

.the middle points  

,So since you read all the above stuff  so 
we shall start the tip tutorial on how to 
change pressure on multiple points at 
onc .e   



If this is your problem then read through this whole other-wise 
this will not help you if you have a different problem. 

 

Your example is given below: 

 

as you can see here there are so many points on which 
pressure adjustments need to be done. So I will do this by 

selecting the curve tool  then I’m gonna press ( Ctrl ), once 
you press Ctrl the points all lighten up or become green like in 
the above picture,  



Then I shall click & make a box around the points which I 
wanna select & then let go of the click:

 

So above you can see me selecting just a single hair tip, once 
the points are selected they will look like this:

 



Now you must do this to all the Points on which you wish to 
adjust the pressure on the same time,  

but keep in mind you must make teams, as the 

increasing team, and decreasing team, the points on 

which you wish to increase the pressure must not be 

selected with the decreasing ones, 

okay this is really important so keep it in mind or 

else your lineart will be ruined. 

If you may have selected the wrong points, for example the 
increasing ones with decreasing ones, then you can deselect 
them too, the only problem is that you can’t deselect just one 
at a time, you must deselect all, including the ones which are 
selected right, so be very careful & don’t make mistakes while 
selecting the points, 

And let me clear this that you can’t undo the selection by 
pressing Ctrl + Z so don’t try that or it will just undo the 
changes to your lineart. 



Now I will show you how to deselect:

 

So its pretty cool that you can select multiple points at once & 
adjust their pressure at the same time, so this makes 
adjustments on many points a lot easier. 



Wanna see one more example well okay:

 

Well technically all of them are not selected but a lot of them 
are selected in the above picture, 

So when I decrease the pressure similarly on all points then it 
will look a little something like this: 



 

I know this turned out very cool & silky thanks for reading 
this far, hope this crappy tip tutorial helped you………… kinda 
and made your work easier. 
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